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OS IKE. MB1H0DB- USED BY FRAKQE* HT PRODICING 7 .'"''. . '
• ■■■-THE-MAP-OF THE-OQUKOKIES OP BLACK AFRICA IF

PROCESS jOF 2EVELOPMENT

(National Geographical Institute, Paris). ... . ;../.y

purpose of this document is to describe first the cartographical"

difficulties which confronted the French National Geographical institute '

when in 1945 it was entrusted with the task of making the general map of

the French-speaking Black 'African States, and then the methods and mean's

which, in the light of experience,-appeared to it most suitable for finding
ah economical and expeditions solution.

This statement will lead to conclusions that will doubtless be of
interest to the developing African States. ■ ■ . . ....

First, mention should be made of the essential factors of these
difficulties which were characterized by:

1 • The iinmense^si^r^of^thelterritories to be ma.vv*<\'. ...

e.g. - French Went Africa - Togo ......„.." 4,675,000 km2
e.g. -French Eauatprial Africa - Cameroon .,..,./ 2,900,000 km2

or about 14 times the surface of Prance.

2.

7,575,000 Ion2

Exceptional mappin^ondi^ions,firstly because of the scarcity of means

of communication and supply centres, then also because of the scarcity of

manpower, the unwillingness of workers to leave the villages, the difficulty

of travelling through dense, almost impenetrable forests and across the dunes
of the Saharan borders, the considerable distances from repair or supply

Points, and, finally, because of exceptional climatic conditions which

restricted field work to shcrt periods of the year, and the like.
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e3Ceoution of coherent

tional and the aeans the beneficiarxes could

further there were no autoohthonoue technioians.

„ „ _„.... -——r
to put them into operation classical survey

methods had, therefore, to be found.

Lfinitive document., therefore, which would sive a
W o, the Xand a,a of the.selves, constitute for he

TZTL L research workers, an in^para.le instrument of

work while awaiting the issue of maps;

■—

-. '■»■«
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■ Contrary to th-3 infrastructure, which it was desired, from fcho

start, should "be definitive, this map would be prepared and

published in successive phasea from the blank ''horizontal

control" tc the final map in 5 ox 6 coloursa

It seems useful to specify certain characteristics of this work.

1. The strict rules which the French J^atiunal Geographical Institute

imposed upon itself for the carrying out the aerial coverage (overlappiags,

camera tilt, rigidity of plates) make it possible to derive therefrom, in

the workshop, multiple cartographic advantages. These photographs servo

not only for the interpretation a-.id establishment of aerophotographic n^saics

or photoplans but also, and above all, for carrying out horizontal and

vertical aerial triangulation;j and plottings,

2* The geometric precision levelling net serves both for the detailed

vertical fixations necessary for -ihe exact representation of the relief and

for specialized studies on hydraulics, rays of communication, urbanism.

Meteorological stations and aerodromes are attached to it,

3. In this first phase of the work, the French l?a-cional Geographical

Institute proceeded to lay out astronomical control nets at intervals of

about 50 km marked and identified en the aerial photographs. This method

was preferred to the classic triangulate methods because of its incom^.ra-

ble flexibility, its convenience; its rapidity of execution and operation,

and its low-cost price. The absolute precision of these fixations, ascoua-

being taken of the material and methods used, is about + 5Orn., which appe,,.^

quite adequate for a 1s200,000 map. The ^eodstio networks are at present

reserved for very restricted areas which it is desired to map on a lar^R ,oUe

4. The base map which is prepared by the National Geographical Insti^.t-*

relies at all stages of its preparation on the above-mentioned aerial

photographs and infrastructure,,
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The planimetric neb is achieved by photographic triangulation-graphict1

or calculated - resting on the astronomical points.

The detailed vertical control is attached to the precision levelling *'

It is obtained, depending on the case, either directly by differential

measurements of barometric pressure, or by registration of Airborne Profil■ l

or, finally, by aerial traversing,.

These techniques are well known and it seems useless to expain them in

detail.

The methods employed for the establishment in the proper sense of the

word of.the 1:200,000 map vary according to the relief, the nature of ths

vegetable cover and the■ possibilities of access,

(a) In the flat regions of...eagy_.acoesis. Faatever the vegetable co^e.-;

in the.workshop aerial photographs are interpreted, under a

stereoscope, and plotted. Then, in the field, the altimetry a:.d

place names of the topographical base thus obtained are insertod-

The operator determines on the barometer the altitude of the lr,nc

points necessary for contouring and collects place names, information

concerning the traffic possibilities of the roads, the administrative

boundaries, water points.

After which the map is edited and printed,

(b) In the moderately ^^?2L_2^JJin.^*h^£-?9:^?--Jcia-^G to 'be cons^:-e-^-°

1, Vegetation not vei-y dense and easily accessible.

Same process as above but the operator determines by zenithal

sight-lines a denser levelling netirork which enables him to

guide the contours under the stereoscope efficiently.

2. Ve^e^t^jn_j^_y^y_d^n^e_bu^access_yery difficult*

The order of operations is as follo-jss

- registration of Airborne Profiles in the overlap areas of the

photographic strip*
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- Attachment of these profiles, planimetric and toponymic

"special checking". .

- Radial-line slotted template triangulatioh.

- Plotting,

-.Editing and printing.

3* Yery thlok vegetation of easy or difficult

Fined down barometric stereoscopic ground control, or airborne

profile squaring, at the rate of an itinerary approximately

every 40 km. At the same time a planimetric and toponymic

special check is made.

- Aerial traversing*

- Plotting.

- Editing and printing.

(°) Very uneven regions. Same procedure as for (b) 3.

MEOHOIS USED FOR THE PROIUCTION OP 1s 50,000 MAPS

They are always the same, depending on vegetable cover, as those

described under (b) 2 and (b) 3 above, but with this difference that plotting

is always carried out with precision cameras.

CONCLUSIONS

The methods described above have been thought out and developed in the

offices of the National Geographical Institute in Paris.

Their application has made it possible to reduce considerably the volume

of ground work and in this way to mitigate to a great extent the "exceptional

mapping conditions- mentioned above which could not, in many cases, have been

overcome by classical survey methods.
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The following are the results obtained "by the National Geographical

Institute in 13 campaigns:

2 ' i
- Vertical aerial coverage e-cO0o 7,500,000 km »t

2

-Astronomical control works 6,520,OOOkm

or approximately 4>9OO fixations

- Precision levelling : approxiniatoly km 67,000

- Mapping at 1t200:,000 on nearly 5,500,000 km.

This enumeration shows the advantages of the solution adopted. Without

claiming that it Can be used universally it is probable that because of its

effectiveness, its cost price and the relatively modest means used, it is

perfectly adapted to most of the difficult situations in the development of

emerging countries.




